TECK GETS MOVING AT ALACRAN
Azure Minerals
Teck Resources has moved quickly to buy-back a 51% interest in the Alacran silver project in
Mexico. Teck Resources has advised Azure Minerals of planned exploration activities and its
exploration budget for the first year of the buy-back period. Teck Resources’ drill programme will
target a number of the prospects, both existing and new, across the Alacran project tenements.
Figure 1, shows the follow-up prospects of
interest that Teck Resources will be drilling
in 2017 and the identified mineralisation
(Au – gold, Ag – silver, Cu – copper and Zn –
zinc).
In the pending drill programme, that Teck
Resources expects will get underway in July
2017, a total of 5,500 metres of drilling is
currently being planned. Teck Resources
will complete follow-up drilling at Loma
Bonita, Cerro San Simon, Cerro Enmedio, La
Morita and Palo Seco prospects.
Figure 1 - Source: Azure Minerals

The Loma Bonita prospect is of considerable interest to Teck Resources, as the Azure Minerals
recently released a maiden mineral resource estimate for the prospect. The maiden mineral
resources for the Loma Bonita prospect stands at 5.4 million tonnes of ore graded at 0.9 grams
per tonne (g/t) gold and 28g/t silver for contained gold of 150,000 ounces and 4.8 million ounces
of silver. The goal set for this programme of follow-up drilling, will be to expand the known
mineralisation to allow an upgrade of the current mineral resource.
The drill programme will also target new
prospects across the Alacran site. Figure
2, shows the Alacran project tenement
and the new prospects of interest.
The new targets will see potential drilling
at Loma Bonita Notre, Cerro Colorado,
Santa Barbara and Caracol prospects. Teck
Resources has exercised, in December
2016, the right to move to a 51% interest
in the Alacran project. Teck Resources is
now executing the terms of the option
and will spend US$10 million on
exploration over the next four years. The

Figure 2 - Source: Azure Minerals
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company will also receive under the terms of the agreement cash payments totalling US$500,000.
Teck Resources also carries an option to increase its interest in the Alacran project to 65%, on
funding an additional US$5 million in exploration and also make additional cash payments to the
company of US$1.5 million.
The commencement of the July 2017
drill programme across the Alacran
project is subject to Teck Resources
receiving the requisite drill permits
from
the
relevant
Mexican
authorities.
Turning to the daily chart (Figure 3),
the
bearish
moving
average
crossover present since September
2016 is suggestive of medium-term
momentum to favour the downside
(where the 50-day moving average
red line crosses below the 200-day
moving
average
green
line).
Therefore, this increases the risk of
Figure 3 – Source: Thomson Reuters
further weakness over the nearterm. In order for a short-term bull rotation to unfold, a sustained break above the 50-day moving
average (red line) of $0.014 is required. Should this occur, then further gains are likely towards
dynamic resistance situated at the 200-day moving average (green line) of $0.024.
The Alacran drill programme will be supported by extensive field activities
including geopolitical mapping, geochemistry and geophysical surveys. Likely
“no stone” will be left unturned. The combined field and drill programme is
certainly, we believe, going to be a game changer for the company; given the
exploration results from the project to date.
The Alacran project is now
nicely in the hands of the field
and drill (shortly) teams,
which has enabled the
company to now focus on
other projects. Figure 4,
shows the location of the San
Agustin gold project also in
Mexico.
The company has been
conducting extensive surface
activities across its San
Agustin project. To date a
Figure 4 – Source: Azure Minerals
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total of 341 samples have been collected on a grid spacing of 150 metres by 50 metres.
The samples have been taken across a number of discrete anomalies identified on the tenements,
with the presences of gold and silver detected. Figure 5, shows the distribution of gold across the
sampled site (ppm – parts per million, Au – gold).

Figure 5 – Source Azure Minerals

The sampling has defined two coherent gold anomalies that the company will follow-up with
further surface activities including mapping and rock chip sampling. Drill targets will be identified
and planning will get underway for a drill programme to test these anomalies. Given the spread
and intensity of the gold and also silver present, this project could be as exciting as Alacran is
becoming. We warn Members however that exploration is in its infancy, so expectation and
outcome may vary.
To advance the Promontorio copper project, the company has opened a data room to parties
interested in reviewing the data sets. The company indicated that ’several’ companies have shown
an interest in Promontorio. Promontorio hosts a mineral resource of contained copper of 40,000
tonnes, 151,000 ounces of gold and 3.3 million ounces of silver.
The company had a cash resource of A$10.6 million at 31 March 2017. Budgeted cash out flows for
the June quarter 2017 were estimated at A$950,000. Of this amount, A$400,000 had been
earmarked for exploration activities. We consider the company has sufficient cash resources to
complete all its current undertakings.
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Teck Resources has the confidence in Alacran to commit serious dollars to its exploration and
potential development. We believe the dollars being spent by Teck Resources and the prospective
nature of the region will more than offset the initial 51% dilution in ownership of the Alacran
project to the company.
With reference to the monthly chart (Figure 6), the broader downtrend remains very much in play,
with major support situated at the May 2015 low of $0.009 as marked by the horizontal blue line. In
order for the long-term technical outlook to improve, a sustained break above the May 2016 high
of $0.05 as shown by the horizontal thin-red line is required. Should this occur, then the next focal
point of resistance is seen at $0.07,
followed by a broader term advance
towards the $0.10 region.
Although
disappointed
that
the
Promontorio joint venture will not advance
further for the time-being, the discovery
will not go away. We believe the
Promontorio project can take a backseat in
the near-term, due to the success being had
by the company at its Alacran project.
As a consequence, we continue to
recommend Azure Minerals as a buy for
Members who have no exposure to the
stock.

Figure 6 - Source: Thomson Reuters
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IMPORTANT:
Fat Prophets provide a user's manual that we strongly advise you read thoroughly before acting on any investment recommendation
from our service. The purpose of the user's manual (located within the Members Area) is to provide an outline of how the service
operates.
This message, together with the Fat Prophets website (www.fatprophets.com.au) and all its contents have been prepared to provide
general information only, and as such, the specific needs, investment objectives or financial situation of any particular user exercising
access to the Fat Prophets website have not been taken into consideration. Each individual user should obtain advice from their
financial planner or advisor before acting on any information provided on the Fat Prophets website so that such individual users can
obtain advice applicable to their personal circumstance from their own financial advisor. Fat Prophets Pty Ltd (ACN: 094 448 549) is
licensed as an Australian Services Licensee. (AFS License: 229183). Fat Prophets Pty Ltd trades as Fat Prophets. More information can
be found in the Fat Prophet's Financial Services Guide (FSG), which you should read, before purchasing any products or services either
from Fat Prophets Pty Ltd trading as Fat Prophets or ANY other entity identified by Fat Prophets. The Financial Services Guide can be
found on the Fat Prophets website or click here to download a copy.
DISCLAIMER:
Fat Prophets has made every effort to ensure the reliability of the views and recommendations expressed in the reports published on
its websites. Fat Prophets research is based upon information known to us or which was obtained from sources which we believed to
be reliable and accurate at time of publication. However, like the markets, we are not perfect. This report is prepared for general
information only, and as such, the specific needs, investment objectives or financial situation of any particular user have not been
taken into consideration. Individuals should therefore discuss, with their financial planner or advisor, the merits of each
recommendation for their own specific circumstances and realise that not all investments will be appropriate for all subscribers. To
the extent permitted by law, Fat Prophets and its employees, agents and authorised representatives exclude all liability for any loss or
damage (including indirect, special or consequential loss or damage) arising from the use of, or reliance on, any information within
the report whether or not caused by any negligent act or omission. If the law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, Fat Prophets
hereby limits its liability, to the extent permitted by law, to the resupply of the said information or the cost of the said resupply. As at
the date at the top of this page, Directors and/or associates of the Fat Prophets Group of Companies currently hold positions in: ASXlisted Australian stocks:As at the date at the top of this page, Directors and/or associates of the Fat Prophets Group of Companies
currently hold positions in ASX-listed Australian stocks: AAC, AAD, AGO, AJA, AMP, ANZ, APA, APG, AVG, BCI, BHP, BKN, BOQ, BRL,
BRU, BTR, BWP, CBA, CCL, CDD, CFE, CGL, CKF, CNQ, CVO, CWN, DLS, DNX, DUE, ELD, ENV, EVN, FID, FMG, FXJ, GJT, GMG, GNS, GOR,
GPT, GXL, HUB, IAU, IFL, ILU, IMF, JHX, MFG, MGR, MHI, MML, MMS, MND, MNF, MPL, MTR, MTU, NAB, NCM, NMG, NUF, OBS, ORE,
OSH, OVH, POS, PPS, PRG, PRT, PXG, QAN,QBE, RIO, RXL, RRS, S32,SDG, SFR, SGP, SHL, SIV, SLR, SPK, STO, SUN, SYD, TAM, TEN, TLS,
TME, TTN, VOC, WBC, WFD, WES, WHC, WOW, WPL, WSA. International stocks 3i Group, Acacia Mining, Amec Foster Wheeler, Anglo
American, Archipelago Resources, Arian Silver Corp, Aviva, Avocet Mining, Bank of China, Baidu, Barratt Developments, BMW,
Berkeley Energy, BG Group, BOLSAS Y MERCADOS ESPANOLES,SOCIEDAD, Bovis Homes, BP, Braemar Shipping Group, British
American Tobacco, BT Group, Bulletin Resources, Cairn Energy, Centamin Egypt, China Life Insurance, China Mobile, China Overseas,
China Taiping, China Vanke, Coeur, Country Garden, Daejan Holdings, Development Securities, Dragon, Enquest, Esure, Euronext,
Fanuc, FedEx, Fresnillo, Ibiden, Infosys, Glaxosmithkline, Glencore International, Goldbridges Global Resources, Google (Alphabet),
Grainger, Greene King, Gulf Keystone Petroleum, Highland Gold Mining, HDFC, Heineken, HSBC,ICICI Bank, Ironveld, iShares Physical
Metals, JKX Oil & Gas, John Wood Group, Kazakhmys, Lancashire Holdings, Legal & General, Lloyds, Lonmin, Low and Bonar, Market
Vectors Junior Gold Miners, Market Vectors Oil Services, Market Vectors Vietnam, Marstons, Medusa Mining, Merlin, MGM China,
Mitchells & Butlers, Mitsubishi Tokyo Financial, Mitsubishi UFJ, Mizuho, National Grid, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, Panasonic,
Paragon Group of Companies, Petra Diamonds, Petrofac, Petropavlovsk, PICC Property & Casualty, PPHE Hotel Group, Randgold
Resources, Rank Group, Reckitt Benckiser, Royal Dutch Shell, Sage, Sands China, Smith & Nephew, Solgold, Sony Corporation,
Standard Chartered, STV Group, Sylvania Platinum, Tata Motors, Tencent, Tertiary Minerals, Teva Pharamaceutical, Toyota Motor,
Tullow Oil, Unilever, Vedanta Resources, Vodafone, Walt Disney, Wood Group, Worldpay, Wynn Macau, Wynn Resorts, XTD, Zillow.
These
may
change
without
notice
and
should
not
be
taken
as
recommendations.
*Performance
Past performance is no indicator of future performance. Long term performance shows the potential volatility of returns over time.
The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount
originally invested. Fluctuations may be particularly marked in the case of a higher volatility model and the value of the investment
may fall suddenly and substantially. Model portfolio composition and performance have been based on theoretical tracking of the
model portfolio and are gross of fees and do not take tax positions into account. Please note that actual portfolios may not perform in
the same manner as the models depicted in this document, depending on your personal Portfolio and any customisations. Rounding
in the data may result in minor variation.
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